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Abstract—Running scientific experiments using search-based
model engineering (SBME) tools is a complex task, that poses
a number of challenges, starting from defining an experiment
workflow, to parameter tuning, finding optimal computational
resources to run on, collecting and interpreting metrics and
making the entire process easily reproducible.

Despite the proliferation of easily accessible hardware, as a
result of the increased availability of infrastructure-as-a-service
providers, many SBME tools are rarely using this technology for
accelerating experimentation. Running many experiments on a
single machine implies much longer waiting times and reduces
the ability to increase the speed of iterations when doing SBME
research, thus, slowing down the entire process.

In this paper, we introduce a domain-specific language (DSL)
and a framework that can be used to configure and run
experiments at scale, on cloud infrastructure, in a reproducible
way. We will describe our DSL and framework architecture along
with an example to showcase how a case study can be evaluated
using two different model optimisation tools.

Index Terms—model driven engineering, reproducible re-
search, evolutionary search, search based model engineering,
workflow, cloud, middleware

I. INTRODUCTION

Search-Based Model Engineering (SBME) is a method-
ology that combines search techniques with Model-Driven
Engineering, to help domain experts find optimal models that
satisfy metamodel constraints [1]–[5]. One problem faced by
SBME researchers is the long-running time and considerable
computational resources required by SBME tools to find good
results.

Typical research experiments aim to evaluate several con-
figurations, for at least one SBME tool. Each configuration
consists of a set of parameters, case studies, and input models.
Such systematic approaches generate a large number of ex-
periment permutations and evaluating such experiments often
requires running the tools for a long time. In addition to this,
to achieve statistically significant results, each configuration
experiment must be repeated at least 30 times [6]. This
requirement considerably increases the time and resources
required to run SBME experiments.

SBME researchers are faced with at least two technical
challenges: 1. Running experiments at scale efficiently, and
2. Comparing results obtained by different runs for different
algorithms, tools, or configurations. To compare experiment

results, the metrics generated by the evaluated configurations
have to be interpreted and processed. This task is often done
using a data processing script and requires that the data is first
normalised so that it can be parsed and statistically evaluated.
Most SBME tools employ their own standard for the frequency
and the format of the data collected during the experiments.
This data format discrepancy requires that researchers have
to write their own scripts to translate between various data
schemas and formats, to a common schema and format, in
order to process the experiment data. This translation step
makes the process cumbersome and error prone.

In this paper, we are proposing MDEOptimiser Scale
(MDEO Scale), a task distribution DSL and framework aimed
at SMBE tools. MDEO Scale allows users to schedule SBME
experiments on IaaS platforms, to parallelise the experiment
configurations and reduce the time required to run them. The
tool offers a data collection interface, that aims to standardise
the format for collecting data from SBME experiments, and
offers support for calculating common experiment metrics and
summary statistics for single and multi-objective search prob-
lems. In this paper we focus on SBME problems, however, the
approach we describe can be extended to support the execution
of any experiments which evaluate search techniques.

In this paper we make the following contributions:
1) we propose a DSL that allows users to specify experiment

configurations for SMBE tools;
2) we describe the architecture of a framework that can run

experiments on IaaS hardware;
3) we propose a framework for capturing and performing

common analysis of experiment data.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In

Sect. II we introduce relevant background. Section IV contains
the main contributions, describing our motivations, design
goals and tool architecture. Section VI describes the DSL and
the implementation details of our approach and in Section VII
we discuss related work.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce concepts and definitions that
are relevant to the research described in this paper. We give
definitions for key terms used in our DSL, followed by
an introduction to IaaS concepts. We then briefly introduce



SBME, followed by an overview of two different SBME
approaches.

A. Infrastructure-as-a-Service

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) is a concept used to de-
cribe services that offer users the ability to rent, computational
hardware on-demand, over the Internet. IaaS services can
scale up and down, based on the user requirements, and the
computational resources used are billed by fixed time intervals,
such as per hour or second. Some IaaS providers, in addition to
computational resources, also offer additional services such as
automatic scaling, analytics management or machine learning
pipelines.

In this paper, we use Amazon Web Services1 (AWS) as an
IaaS provider. The AWS IaaS product offering computational
resources is called EC2. When using EC2, users can opt to use
several types of instances, depending on the type of tenancy
on the underlying server they prefer. For our tool configura-
tion, we use EC2 Spot instances, which are unused capacity
instances from the AWS inventory. EC2 Spot instances can
be rented at a price discounted up to 90%, a significant
cost reduction compared to running similar experiments on
normal EC2 instances [7]. The disadvantage of using EC2 Spot
instances is that they can be terminated unexpectedly in cases
when the unused computational capacity they are generated
from, becomes needed by another IaaS service.

AWS Batch2 is a service offered by AWS, that enables users
to schedule batch computing jobs to run on AWS infrastruc-
ture. Batch, automatically provisions the optimal quantity and
type of compute resources and allocates them for executing
the user-submitted Batch jobs. Users can interact with AWS
Batch using the web-based AWS Management Console or the
AWS REST API.

B. Search-Based Model Engineering

Search-based model engineering is a methodology that
combines search-based software engineering (SBSE) ideas
with Model-Driven Engineering (MDE). SBSE is a methodol-
ogy that applies meta-heuristic search algorithms to software
engineering problems to find near-optimal solutions [8]. To
specify SBSE problems a number of elements are needed:
• a problem domain representation • a method for specifying
solution candidates in the problem domain; • a set of guidance
functions that can indicate solution quality • a set of search
operators to manipulate solution candidates.

SBME is based on the idea that domain experts already
have the problems specified in a domain-specific modelling
language, and uses MDE artifacts to specify SBSE problems.
More specifically, the problem domain is specified by the
metamodel, solution candidates are instance models of the
metamodel, guidance functions are model queries and search
operators are model transformations.

1http://aws.amazon.com
2http://aws.amazon.com/batch/

Two paradigms have been proposed for solving SBME
problems. In this section we are going to use two example
implementations.

MDEOptimiser (MDEO) is an SBME approach that aims
to run the search directly over models, by using the models
themselves as a representation for solution candidates [5]. The
search space is explored by applying endogenous transfor-
mations to solution models and evaluating the quality of the
resulting models using a model query expressed using Java or
OCL.

MOMoT uses an alternative approach for specifying SBME
problems [9]. In this approach, solution candidates are encoded
as chains of model transformations applied to a problem input
models. New solutions are generated by applying mutations
and crossover to the model transformations vector, and then
re-applying the transformations chain to the initial input model
and evaluating the quality of the obtained solution model using
a model query in a similar way to MDEO.

The two SBME tools described in this section use
MOEAFramework 3 for implementing the supported optimi-
sation algorithms. MOEAFramework is a Java-based library,
which offers a number of single and multi-objective algorithms
along with the functionality for instrumenting and evaluating
their performance.

In this paper, we are demonstrating our MDEO Scale DSL
using the two SBME approaches introduced in this section.

III. RUNNING EXAMPLE

In this section, we introduce an example optimisation
problem to show how our proposed DSL can be used to
configure experiments using different optimisation tools. The
Class Responsibility Problem (CRA) is a case study from the
field of software engineering [10].

The goal of this problem is to transform a software ap-
plication implemented using a procedural approach to an
object-oriented architecture while finding optimal values for
cohesion and coupling. The quality of the produced solutions
is measured using the CRA index defined in [10], as a single
objective. The problem supplies a responsibility dependency
graph, that contains a set of functions and attributes with
dependencies between them. In the metamodel, these entities
are instances of the abstract type Feature.

To solve this problem, the user is required to create Class
entities in the ClassModel and assign Features to them
such that: all Features are assigned to a Class and the
model with the highest CRA index value is found. The prob-
lem has an additional constraint requiring that each Feature is
assigned to only one Class at a time.

IV. LANGUAGE AND INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN

In this section, we introduce the motivation for developing
the MDEO Scale tool. We then continue to list the design goals
and give an overview of the proposed prototype architecture
and the supported infrastructure.

3http://moeaframework.org/

http://aws.amazon.com
http://aws.amazon.com/batch/
http://moeaframework.org/


A. Definitions

In this paper, we use the following terms to describe our
proposed DSL:

A Task refers to a single executable problem instance, with
preconfigured inputs. An example of a Task would be running
an SBME tool, for a specific input model from an evaluated
case study.

A Batch refers to a single execution of a Task. When
evaluating case studies using SBME tools that use meta-
heuristic algorithms, Tasks are generally executed multiple
times, to ensure the results obtained are statistically significant.
Each Task execution counts as a batch.

An Experiment refers to a case study for which an effect
needs to be evaluated using a collection of tasks that have
different configuration inputs. Each experiment may contain
any number of input models, and Tasks are grouped by the
input model they evaluate.

B. Motivation and Use Cases

The motivation for implementing MDEO Scale came from
the need to run SBME experiments using multiple tools and
configurations while reducing the waiting time for the results
to be ready and being able to easily interpret the results.

During the evaluation of the work published in [3], the
authors ran 498 configurations using three tools that re-
quired over 2500 hours of MDEO runtime. Running these
experiments on a single machine, required over 100 days
of continuous runtime. By parallelising the experiment tasks
using AWS Batch, the authors were able to reduce the total
time required for running the experiments to under 5 days.

One other problem with running large numbers of exper-
iment configurations is keeping an audit log of what exper-
iments have been executed, on what kind of hardware and
what metrics correspond to a specific experiment batch. Fur-
thermore, large numbers of experiment configurations generate
a large set of result files. When running the same experiment
with multiple tools, the data processing step must align the
tool outputs to make sure that the result files are in the same
format and the correct values are compared.

C. Design Goals

In this section, we describe the design goals of the MDEO
Scale DSL. Our DSL aims to satisfy the following require-
ments:

1) Offer a text-based DSL for specifying SBME experi-
ments;

2) Require minimal user configuration and setup;
3) Provide an extensible framework that makes it easy to add

new tools and additional hardware support for automated
experiments execution;

4) Propose a common interface for collecting experiment
metrics from SBME tools;

5) Offer support for automatically interpreting experiment
metrics using common statistical metrics.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF GENERATED SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR SINGLE AND

MULTI-OBJECTIVE EXPERIMENTS.

Single Objective Multi-Objective
Algorithm Steps Algorithm Steps
Objective Mean Hypervolume Mean
Objective Median Hypervolume Median
Objective Minimum Hypervolume Minimum
Objective Maximum Hypervolume Maximum
Objective Standard Deviation Hypervolume Standard Deviation
Objective Skewness Hypervolume Skewness
Objective Kurtosis Hypervolume Kurtosis
N/A Reference Set Size
N/A Reference Set Contributions
N/A Ratio of Best Solutions
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Fig. 1. Summary of the MDEOptimiser Scale DSL Architecture showing the
main tool components

D. Architecture

This section presents the architecture for the MDEO Scale
tool, a DSL that helps users configure and deploy SBME
experiments on IaaS hardware.

In Fig. 1 we include an overview of the tool architecture.
The user-facing DSL is implemented using XText. The tool
contains five main components, which will be described in the
following sections.

1) DSL Interpreter: The DSL interpreter components load
the user-specified DSL, and checks the user inputs for consis-
tency. The user is warned if any of the specified configuration
files or their dependencies could not be found at the specified
locations.

2) Tasks Generator: The task generator component creates
task instances for each user configured task in the DSL. Each
task is associated with the corresponding tool implementation,
based on the user inputs.

3) Tasks Scheduler: The tasks scheduler component loads
the generated tasks and sends them to the infrastructure
provisioner for execution. This component also provides status
information for the tasks that have been scheduled.

4) Infrastructure Provisioner: This component implements
the IaaS provider API. It provides an interface to send the
configured tasks to the job execution queue.

5) Results Analyser: The results analyser component is
used in MDEO Scale to automatically calculate summary
statistics and common metrics for the configured experiments.
The evaluation of solution quality for single-objective op-
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Fig. 2. Overview of AWS Batch Infrastructure.

timisation problems is straightforward. However, for multi-
objective problems, solution quality evaluation is not a trivial
problem and a number of solution quality indicators have been
proposed to simplify this task [11].

MDEO Scale automatically determines if a problem solved
in an experiment has one or multiple objectives. Depending
on the number of objectives, the summary statistics included
in Table I are calculated for each specified problem model
instance. The calculated statistics have been implemented
based on the author’s past single and multi-objective search
problems performance evaluation requirements [3]–[5]. The
results evaluation framework can be extended to add further
support for additional quality indicators and statistical eval-
uation calculations. For single-objective problems, the result
summaries are calculated using the objective value. For multi-
objective problems, the tool uses the hypervolume quality
indicator [12].

For each problem instance model, the tool also performs
statistical significance tests using the Mann-Whiney U test [13]
and calculates Cohen’s d effect size [14]. The tool generates
a results analysis task for each user-defined experiment in the
DSL. To ensure that the collected metrics are available before
the results analysis starts, results analysis tasks are dependent
on the successful completion of the main experiment tasks.

E. Infrastructure

In this section, we describe how MDEO Scale deploys
the configured SBME tasks on the AWS infrastructure. We
show how the tool uses additional services offered by AWS
for storing metrics and experiment artifacts needed by the
orchestrated jobs.

The Infrastructure Provisioner component described in the
previous section offers an interface to the IaaS infrastructure
provided by AWS Batch. In Fig. 2 we are including a high-
level overview of the AWS Batch architecture. The service
relies on a messaging queue, which accepts job requests that
have to be executed. The queue is connected to a Compute
Environment which defines the type of computing resources
that can be used to process the queued tasks. Depending on
the type of compute resources configured, the AWS Batch
scheduler can execute the submitted jobs immediately, or it

will wait until the required type of compute resources are
available.

In the current version of the DSL, users configure the Com-
pute Environment using the environment keyword in the
infrastructure block of the DSL. The servers processing
the tasks interact with the S3 storage system to fetch artifacts
required for the task and to publish the output results. The
output results are processed by the tasks scheduled by the
Results Analyser component.

F. Data Collection Interface

In this section, we introduce the data collection interface
used by MDEO Scale when running experiments with SBME
tools. The current version of MDEO Scale focuses on run-
ning SBME experiments with the two tools introduced in
Sect. II. Both MDEO and MOMoT are implemented using the
MOEAFramework, which provides an interface for collecting
metrics for analysis. We have used this interface and the
proposed data format in our results analysis component. The
data collection interface in MOEAFramework is described
in the org.moeaframework.analysis.collector 4

package. To ensure compatibility with the results analyser in
MDEO Scale, additional tools for which support is imple-
mented, have to generate experiment results in the format
specified by the data collection interface implemented in
MOEAFramework.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we give an overview of the DSL imple-
mented in our tool, followed by details about the implementa-
tion and the technology stack used for the implementation. We
start by describing the DSL using an example case study. We
then give an overview of the tool framework and extension
points that can be used to implement support for additional
SBME tools and infrastructure providers. The implementation
described in this section can be found on Github 5.

A. DSL

In Fig. 3 we include an example specification for the Class
Responsibility Assignment [10] (CRA) case study that shows
how to use our DSL to configure an experiment workflow that
runs MDEO and MOMoT for the first two input models of the
case study.

An MDEOptimiser Scale specification has two mandatory
sections that have to be specified by the users. The first section,
defined by the infrastructure keyword defines the IaaS
configuration details. The mandatory configuration details are
the type of infrastructure provider (currently, only AWS is
supported), the name of the account that is configured on
the machine running the DSL and a compute environment
template 6, that defines the compute resource types, which
will be used by the tool to orchestrate the experiment tasks.

4http://moeaframework.org/javadoc/org/moeaframework/analysis/collector/
package-summary.html

5https://github.com/mde-optimiser/scale
6https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/reference/batch/

create-compute-environment.html

http://moeaframework.org/javadoc/org/moeaframework/analysis/collector/package-summary.html
http://moeaframework.org/javadoc/org/moeaframework/analysis/collector/package-summary.html
https://github.com/mde-optimiser/scale
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/reference/batch/create-compute-environment.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/reference/batch/create-compute-environment.html


Fig. 3. MDEOptimiser Scale DSL example showing an experiment configured
for the CRA case study with two input models. Each input model is evaluated
with MDEO and MoMOT.

The next section is defined by the experiment keyword.
This block is used to define the experiment workflow, organ-
ised by the evaluated case study and the input models that
have to be evaluated. The experiment keyword requires a
name parameter to be specified. This value will be used as
a unique identifier for the experiment, and the tool uses this
value to tag the underlying components.

For each experiment the DSL allows users to specify a set
of parameters that are applied to all child tasks. The two
parameters supported are batches, to define the number of
task repetitions, and the artifacts parameter to indicate
the disk location which contains all the case study artifacts
used by the task specifications loaded by the run keyword.

Each experiment block requires that at least one input
model is specified using the model keyword. Similarly to
the experiment keyword, model also requires the user to
specify a name for the current model being evaluated.

Inside each model block, the DSL requires at least one
task to be specified. A task defines a single configuration
for an SBME tool, that can be used to evaluate a specific
configuration for the input model of the case study, for which
it has been specified. Currently, the DSL only supports the

Fig. 4. MDEOptimiser Scale standalone mode. This figure shows the printed
help menu displayed when running the tool from the command line.

two tools described in Section II.
A complete specification must be written in a file with the

sc extension. The user-defined sc files can be executed using
the tool as an Eclipse plugin, from inside the Eclipse IDE or
using the standalone mode from the command line. In Fig. 4
we include the tool standalone instructions. This feature is
useful when running MDEO Scale outside of Eclipse IDE.

B. Extensibility

In this section we describe how the MDEO Scale can be
extended to support additional tools.

To implement additional tools, users have to implement the
IScaleTask interface and register the extension class in the
TaskFactory. Tools are instantiated by the TaskFactory
class by using the extension of the SBME specification file
specified by the run keyword in the DSL. For each user
configured task in the DSL, a new tool instance class is created
with the user-provided parameters. IScaleTask implemen-
tations for new tasks have to provide a Docker container
with a configured instance of the new tool using the MDEO
Scale tool execution wrapper service implemented in the
ToolExecutor class. The tool wrapper service ensures that
the Docker container configured for each tool can interpret the
DSL task specification messages received from the AWS Batch
queue. The container must be published on the Docker Hub.
Container images stored on private repositories are currently
not supported.

The current version of the tool relies extensively on the
AWS Batch service. The tool can be extended to support ad-
ditional IaaS providers by implementing additional providers
in the infrastructure provisioner component.

VI. EXAMPLE RUN

In this section, we describe a demonstrative run of MDEO
Scale using the DSL configuration described in 3. This ex-
ample run uses the case study introduced in III specified
using MDEO and MoMOT. The case study consists of five
input models, however, because of space limitations, for this
demonstration, only input models A and B will be used. A
complete evaluation of this case study using the two tools
used in this configuration can be found in [4].

Running the tool using the specification in Fig. 3, MDEO
Scale generates for 120 AWS Batch jobs for the specified
tasks. An individual job is generated for each batch exe-
cution of the configured tasks. Following the scheduling of
the task messages on the queue, the AWS Batch Scheduler
determines and automatically initialises the optimal number
of servers that have to be initialised for processing the jobs



from the queue. The processing can begin immediately or with
a delay, depending on the configuration specified using the
infrastructure block in the DSL. Once the processing
servers become available, the job processing begins in parallel,
until the queue is emptied. At the end of each batch, the
generated results files are saved and uploaded to AWS S3 for
processing by the Results Analyser.

The Results Analyser is executed after all the AWS Batch
queue jobs have been processed successfully and the results
artifacts are available for processing in AWS S3. The generated
results files for each processed task are loaded by the tool
from AWS S3 and the generated processed to calculate the
metrics described in Table I. For each configured model the
Results Analyser generates a plot showing the evolution of the
objective value for single-objective problems and hypervolume
for multi-objective problems.

VII. RELATED WORK

Recently there have been a number of tools developed
with the goal of helping researchers to configure and run
experiments, in a way that shifts the focus from building
orchestration software and makes the process reproducible
[15]. While most of these systems are intended for data
intensive fields, such as life sciences and astronomy, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no such tool that provides
support for SMBE tools.

A. Cloud Deployment

The Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) is a specifi-
cation that proposes a common standard for interacting with
computational resources offered by IaaS, PaaS providers [16].
The OCCI has been proposed by the Open Grid Forum and
consists of an API specification that seeks to standardise
how users interact with APIs provided by different XaaS
providers. An alternative specification standard is The Topol-
ogy and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications
(TOSCA) [17].

In [18] Erbel et al. propose an approach that can schedule
workflow architectures to be executed on cloud infrastructure
using OCCI. This approach aims to run on OCCI compliant
clouds and to maximise the resource usage for the provisioned
computation nodes, by running a simulation to evaluate per-
formance metrics before a deployment is made.

A similar approach for reproducing scientific workflows on
the cloud, using TOSCA, is proposed in Qasha et al. in [19].
The authors propose a framework that aims to use Github
and DockerHub 7 as repositories for storing workflows and
tasks. This framework uses Cloudify 8 as a TOSCA compliant
workflow engine.

Our approach is similar to the two frameworks described
in this section. The main difference is that MDEOptimiser
Scale is aimed at the SBME community and offers a number
of additional tools, such as metrics collection and results
summary generation. Using one of the two frameworks above,

7https://www.docker.com/products/docker-hub
8https://cloudify.co/

users still have to solve the problem of capturing experiment
data, and interpreting it.

B. Batch Processing

Batch processing tools are applications that can process
computationally-intensive tasks sequentially or in parallel, on
a single server or on a cluster of servers.

Apache Mesos is a distributed task scheduling framework
that allows tasks to be executed across a server cluster [20].
The goal of Mesos is to offer good resource utilisation,
while scaling to thousands of nodes in a server cluster, while
supporting a large number of tasks to be scheduled and
executed. The tasks are isolated using container technologies,
such as Docker or a built-in containerisation implementation.

An alternative task scheduling framework is Bistro [21].
Bistro is a distributed task scheduler, that runs data-intensive
tasks on live production systems that have unused computation
capacity. The goal of this scheduler is to process data at run-
time, without having to create an immutable backup. The tool
uses a task scheduling algorithm to assign tasks to workers,
and can process the tasks without affecting the performance
of the customer-facing live applications.

Luigi is a batch jobs pipelines orchestrator implemented
using Python [22]. The tool offers features to visualise the
status of currently running batch jobs, handle failures, and
manage workflows. Tasks are executed using a scheduler,
which can be either local, for jobs executed locally, or central
for jobs distributed across a number of job executing workers.
This tool is not as complex as Mesos or Bistro, however, it
is a good example of a simple task scheduler tool that can be
used to manage simple workflows.

Our DSL can be extended to support as backend batch
processing technologies any of the tools presented in this
section. The disadvantage that comes with using Mesos or
Bistro as a backend is that there is an initial overhead required
to configure these tools so that they can be used. This option is
viable when there is an existing server cluster available, which
do not have a resource orchestration framework deployed. Our
approach uses IaaS hardware, provided by AWS and eliminates
the requirement to own and maintain a cluster.

C. Experiment Workflows

Experiment workflow systems are computational tools that
enable researchers who perform data-intensive experiments
to focus on their work instead of building data processing
pipelines. These tools are focused on data-intensive research
areas such as bioinformatics, chemistry or physics. A curated
list of existing workflow systems can be consulted in [23].

Common Workflow Language (CWL) is a workflow spec-
ification standard [24]. CWL can be used to build portable
analysis workflows. CWL based workflows consist of orches-
trated command line tools, which can run on platforms that
implement the standard. Another computational pipeline work-
flow DSL is Nextflow [25]. The tool allows users to use Linux
executable scripting languages to define processes which can

https://www.docker.com/products/docker-hub
https://cloudify.co/


be orchestrated to form a pipeline. Netflow supports by default
Google Computing Cloud and Amazon Web Services.

The DSL we introduced in this paper can be extended to
generate CWL or NextFlow workflow instances. This will
allow us to extend the number of deployment platforms sup-
ported while focusing on the needs for the SBME practitioners
who use our DSL and using a more mature workflow engine
as the backend for our workflow architecture management.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have introduced a prototype of the MDEO
Scale DSL, a tool that enables researchers running experiments
using SBME tools to easily create an experiment workflow
that can be executed on IaaS hardware. The tool offers an
accessible approach to sharing SBME experiment workflows,
to make it easy to publish reproducible research artifacts.
We described our motivations for building the tool and gave
an overview of the architecture and the approach used to
orchestrate experiments on Iaas hardware.

The tool presented in this paper is a prototype in the early
stages of development. In the future we are planning to extend
the tool in a number of directions. The following is a list of
ideas currently being evaluated:

• Extend support for more than one IaaS provider;
• Improve the extensibility of the DSL by allowing users to

add support for additional tools by simply specifying in
the DSL a class implementing an interface for supporting
additional tools;

• Allow users to specify custom metrics that can be calcu-
lated on the generated metrics;

• Offer the ability to easily load case studies from a pool
supported by the tool to make it easier to evaluate SBME
research ideas;

• Evaluate experiment reproducibility threats and mitiga-
tion strategies when using cloud hardware;

• Extend the DSL to support the execution of tools and
problems from the wider field of SBSE;

• Extend the algorithm instrumentation functionality to
simplify integration with optimisation frameworks other
than MOEAFramework.
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